To perform multi-echo water/fat separated proton resonance frequency (PRF)-shift temperature mapping. Methods: State-of-the-art, iterative multi-echo water/fat separation algorithms produce high-quality water and fat images in the absence of heating but are not suitable for real-time imaging due to their long compute times and potential errors in heated regions. Existing fat-referenced PRF-shift temperature reconstruction methods partially address these limitations but do not address motion or large time-varying and spatially inhomogeneous B 0 shifts. We describe a model-based temperature reconstruction method that overcomes these limitations by fitting a library of separated water and fat images measured before heating directly to multi-echo data measured during heating, while accounting for the PRF shift with temperature. Results: Simulations in a mixed water/fat phantom with focal heating showed that the proposed algorithm reconstructed more accurate temperature maps in mixed tissues compared to a fat-referenced thermometry method. In a porcine phantom experiment with focused ultrasound heating at 1.5 Tesla, temperature maps were accurate to within 1 ∘ C of fiber optic probe temperature measurements and were calculated in 0.47 s per time point. Free-breathing breast and liver imaging experiments demonstrated motion and off-resonance compensation. The algorithm can also accurately reconstruct water/fat separated temperature maps from a single echo during heating.
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To prevent temperature errors due to fat, PRFS temperature mapping typically uses spectral-spatial pulses to obtain water-only images. 11, 12 However, these pulses are sensitive to off-resonance and place a lower limit on slice thickness. 1 An alternative is to use multiple gradient echo imaging sequences to separate water and fat signals computationally, and use the fat signal as a heat-insensitive reference for off-resonance compensation. Water/fat separation in anatomic imaging has been an active area of development in recent years, and state-of-the-art approaches are available that produce separations with excellent robustness to off-resonance. [13] [14] [15] However, these approaches are too computationally expensive to be applied in real-time to each image in a heating time series. A secondary problem demonstrated in this work is that these methods assume a fixed frequency difference between water and fat, and therefore, produce increasingly erroneous separations as water is heated. In this work, we describe a multi-echo water/ fat separated temperature mapping method that is robust to motion, estimates dynamic off-resonance frequency changes from both water and fat signals, and can estimate temperature from a single echo during heating. It can benefit from the use of state-of-the-art, iterative water/fat separation without requiring separations to be computed during heating. The method works by collecting a baseline library of pretreatment images over a range of motion states, performing water/fat separation on those images, and then incorporating the separated baseline water and fat images into a heating image model. That model is fit to heating images to estimate water/fat separated, dynamic off-resonance-and motion-corrected temperature maps, without performing explicit water/fat separation on the heating images. Simulations were performed to evaluate the method across a range of temperatures, fat fractions, motion, and off-resonance field shift amplitudes and spatial orders. Experiments were performed in tissue phantoms with heating to verify temperature accuracy and in healthy human subjects without heating to verify temperature precision in the presence of dynamic off-resonance field changes and motion.
| THEORY

| Multi-Echo Heating Image Model
The proposed algorithm is based on a multi-echo signal model for images with heating that combines the hybrid multibaseline and referenceless image model 4 with a water/fat separated multi-echo image model. 22 The hybrid model has previously been shown to be robust to tissue motion and spatiotemporally varying off-resonance caused by scanner off-resonance shift, cardiac motion, and respiration. For a single echo image with heating, the model comprises a localized heating-induced frequency or phase shift applied to a weighted combination of pre-heating baseline images, and is given by:
where y j is the complex-valued MR signal in image voxel j, N l is the number of complex-valued baseline library images b l , the x l are the baseline weights, = √ −1,A is a polynomial basis function in space multiplied by the coefficient vector c, whose product models dynamic off-resonance frequency changes that are not related to heating, u = γαB 0 where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α = −0.01 ppm/ ∘ C, B 0 is the scanner field strength in Tesla, ΔT j is the temperature shift in degrees Celsius due to heating, and TE is the echo time in seconds. To model multi-echo signals with water and fat components, the above image model is combined with the following water/fat separated signal model for voxel j at echo time TE:
where W j and F j are the baseline water and fat images at voxel j, M is the number of fat spectral peaks, the α m are the fat peak relative amplitudes, the ω m are the offsets between the fat and water peak frequencies, TE is the echo time, R is the effective transverse relaxation rate, and Δω j is the baseline off-resonance field map. This signal equation applies to baseline images acquired prior to heating and is combined with the hybrid model in Equation 1 to obtain a multi-echo water/fat separated image model during heating.
Combining Equations 1 and 2, we obtain a water/fat separated multi-echo hybrid thermometry signal model at voxel j and echo time TE:
where W j, l and F j, l are the baseline water and fat library images. The field off-resonance map Δω, the transverse relaxation (R * 2 ), and the dynamic polynomial off-resonance frequency shift Ac apply to both water and fat components, while the PRFS only applies to the water component (ΔT j ). During heating, this model is fit jointly to a set of multi-echo images using the algorithm described next. Note that similarly to Ref. 4 , this work uses a referenceless heating image model to account for dynamic changes in off-resonance, but models it as a frequency shift rather than a phase shift to generalize to multiple echoes.
| Model-based temperature reconstruction algorithm
The model-based water/fat separated temperature reconstruction algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 and fits the multi-echo signal model of Equation 3 as follows. First, the multi-echo baseline library images are separated into their water and fat signal components, generating a library of water and fat images for each motion state. Since the images are measured prior to heating, water/fat separation can be performed using state-of-the-art, iterative water/fat separation methods. These separations are robust to field inhomogeneities and yield offresonance and R * 2 maps, [13] [14] [15] but they are applied only to the baseline images due to their long compute times. Given the separated baseline water and fat images, Equation 3 is jointly fit to the multi-echo images during heating by minimizing the cost function
The first term of Equation 4 is proportional to the negative log-likelihood of the data and measures the errors between the acquired complex-valued data ỹ j, k at voxel j and echo k, and the model described by Equation 3 . N s and N e are the number of voxels and number of echoes, respectively. The second term is the ℓ 1 norm of the temperature change map ΔT n , and λ is a regularization parameter that is tuned to control the map's sparsity. This sparsity regularization reflects the expectation that for localized therapies such as focused ultrasound ablation, heating will occur in a minority of image voxels. An iterative algorithm extended from Ref. 4 is used to minimize this cost function, which alternates between updating ΔT, c, and x, minimizing one while the other two are held constant. ΔT and x are initialized to zero and ΔT is constrained to be non-negative since temperature is expected to rise during heating. To avoid local minima in the presence of large off-resonance changes, the zeroth-order entry in c is initialized with 0 and ±π/TE mean radians/second in the first iteration. The rest of the fit proceeds using the initial value of c that resulted in the lowest cost. At each iteration, ΔT
F I G U R E 1
Model-based water/fat separated thermometry algorithm flow chart. The multi-echo baseline images are processed to obtain a library of water/fat separated images, which are subsequently used to estimate temperature during dynamic imaging. In this way, an accurate water/ fat separated temperature map can be reconstructed for each heating time point, without repeatedly performing computationally expensive water/fat separation and c are updated using gradient descent and x is updated by solving a quadratic program, subject to a non-negativity constraint and the requirement that its entries sum to one. Once the algorithm converges, it is repeated with λ = 0 and ΔT is updated only in voxels with significant heat as determined by thresholding, to eliminate downward temperature bias due to the ℓ 1 regularization. Note that unlike previous water/ fat separated thermometry methods, the off-resonance frequency shift coefficients c are determined from both the fat and water signals. In this way, the fat signal serves as a heating-insensitive off-resonance frequency shift reference same as previous methods but does not require extrapolation of the shifts to water-only voxels. The baseline weights x are also determined from both signals. Note that no explicit water/fat separation of the heating images is used in this temperature reconstruction.
| METHODS
The model-based algorithm was evaluated in simulations, a porcine focused ultrasound heating experiment, and in vivo breast and liver imaging experiments in free-breathing volunteers without heating. All reconstructions and analyses were performed in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts) on a 3.4 GHz 8 core desktop computer running Ubuntu 16.04 with 32 GB RAM. Baseline multi-echo images were separated into their water and fat components using the Mixed-Magnitude method 22 initialized with the Graph Cut method 13 from the ISMRM Fat-Water Toolbox. 15 The first echo image of acquired data was discarded for the water/fat separation to avoid a known first echo signal instability on our scanner that results in inaccurate water/fat separations. The data was normalized by the median value of the heating images and the number of echoes prior to temperature map reconstruction. The model-based method was compared to the fat-referenced method described by Hofstetter et al. 19 Using the same water/fat separated baselines as the model-based method, the fat-referenced method accounted for off-resonance using a least squares fit of a spatial polynomial of the same order as the model-based method, weighted by the fat image at each time point and extrapolated across all voxels. All model-based temperature maps were computed with a significant heat threshold of 0.5 ∘ C, sparsity regularization parameter of λ = 10 −4 , and five iterations for each update of the temperature change (ΔT) and off-resonance shift coefficients (c). The algorithm stopped when the relative change in the cost function was less than 10
between consecutive iterations with a maximum limit of 10 iterations. Algorithm code is available at https://github.com/ poormanme/waterFatSeparated_MRThermometry.
| Simulations
Simulations were performed to evaluate reconstructed temperature accuracy versus peak temperature, off-resonance field shift amplitude and spatial polynomial order, fat fraction, motion, and the number of heating echoes used for reconstruction. A numerical phantom containing three circular mixed water/fat regions surrounded by a water region was defined at 1.5 Tesla according to the six spectral peak fat model 23 In the first simulation, the hotspot was applied over a range of peak temperature changes (0-40 Δ ∘ C, step size of 4 ∘ C) in the center of the phantom, placed completely within the mixed voxels (50% fat fraction). Root-mean-square error (RMSE) and maximum temperature errors were evaluated for both thermometry methods with a zeroth-order polynomial and noise levels of SNR ∞, 80, and 20. In the second simulation, the zeroth-order off-resonance field shift was varied between 0 and 100 Hz in steps of 10 Hz with the peak temperature change held fixed at 20 ∘ C. This simulation was repeated with the polynomial order increased from zeroth to sixth while maintaining a spatial mean amplitude of 5 Hz to cause spatial variation in the off-resonance shift.
The polynomial order used in temperature reconstruction was matched to that used in data generation. In the third simulation, the fat fraction of the phantom's mixed water/ fat regions was varied between 0 and 100% in steps of 10%, and the peak temperature change was held fixed at 20 ∘ C. In the fourth simulation, the 50% fat fraction phantom from the previous simulation was translated in one dimension to simulate bulk phantom motion, producing a baseline library of images at 65 different locations. That baseline library was then uniformly decimated by factors of two, three, and four to generate four libraries with different motion resolutions. Two heating image sets were generated at every location by applying a peak temperature change of 20 ∘ C. The hotspot was either fixed in place regardless of simulated motion or tracked to move with the phantom motion in each image. In the fifth simulation, one, three, and five echo images of the 50% fat fraction phantom were used for model-based reconstruction, with a peak temperature change of 0 to 40 ∘ C. The one-echo reconstruction used a TE of 17.3 ms, and the three-echo reconstruction used TEs of 15, 16.2, and 17.3 ms.
| Ex vivo porcine sonication
An ex vivo porcine muscle sample and bacon slab with fat layers was placed in a dedicated breast MR-guided high intensity focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) system 10 (Philips Healthcare, Vantaa, Finland). The system's breast cup was filled with doped water (manganese (II) chloride tetrahydrate 160 mg/L) for acoustic coupling and a fiber optic thermal probe (Luxtron m3300, LumaSense, Santa Clara, California, USA) was sandwiched between the muscle and bacon fat layer 4 cm from either edge of the phantom for concurrent monitoring. The probe tip was localized with test sonications and T 1 -weighted images (1.5 Tesla Philips Achieva, Best, Netherlands) prior to heating at the probe tip using a 4.5 × 4.5 × 6 mm 3 focal cell sonication at the sample's water/fat interface. The temperature imaging slice was positioned coronally at the water/fat interface to yield images with a mixture of water and fat. Five multiecho image sets were acquired prior to sonication (TR = 25 ms, TE = 1.3 to 10.6 ms, 6 echoes, voxel size = 2.15 × 2.15 × 4 mm 3 , 2 averages, BW = 70kHz) and averaged to form a single, high SNR, baseline image that was used for both the fat-referenced and model-based methods. Averaging improved temperature SNR of both methods by reducing baseline phase noise. The focus was heated from room temperature (26 ∘ C) at 30 acoustic Watts for 60 s and allowed to cool while imaging with the same sequence (6.4 s per time point). The baseline images were separated into their water and fat components, and temperature maps were computed with a spatial first-order off-resonance shift. The focal temperature for each temperature reconstruction was compared to the fiber optic probe reading to assess accuracy. The model-based reconstructions were repeated with one to five echoes, where in each case the last N echoes was used for reconstruction, i.e., the N = 5-echo case used echoes 2-6 while the N = 3-echo case used echoes 4-6.
| In vivo breast
Informed consent was obtained from a healthy female volunteer in accordance with the ethics committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht. The volunteer was scanned on the breast MRgFUS system with no applied heating during free-breathing. Multi-echo images were acquired with no acceleration at two slice orientations for 5 minutes (TR = 25 ms, TE = 1.2-10.6 ms, six echoes, voxel size = 2.15 × 2.15 × 6 mm 3 , FOV = 27.5 × 27.5 cm, Matrix = 136 × 138, BW = 70 kHz). The first five time points were discarded due to irregular breathing, the next five time points were averaged to form a high-SNR baseline image, and water/fat separation was applied to the baseline. Temperature maps were reconstructed from the remaining time points using second-and first-order fits for off-resonance in the sagittal and coronal orientations, respectively. To evaluate temperature precision in the absence of heating, the model-based algorithm was modified to first solve for the off-resonance shift while the temperature estimate was fixed at zero, then hold the polynomial fit fixed while the algorithm solved for a temperature map with no sparsity regularization (λ = 0) and no non-negativity constraint. In this way, the final temperature map contained all residual errors after fitting the polynomial and baseline images to the data.
| In vivo liver
Informed consent was obtained from a healthy female volunteer in accordance with the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board policies. To experimentally characterize the method's robustness to motion, a 16 channel torso coil was used to image the subject's liver with no acceleration at 3 Tesla (Philips Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) for 3.4 minutes in three orientations during free breathing (TR = 25 ms, TE = 0.9 to 11.7 ms, 10 echoes, 3 × 3 × 4 mm 3 voxel size, FOV = 28 × 28 cm, Matrix = 92 × 93, bandwidth = 176 kHz). The first five time points were discarded to avoid irregular breathing, the subsequent 10 images formed the baseline library, and water/fat separation was applied to each baseline. The model-based algorithm was modified to evaluate precision in the absence of heating as described above. Temperature maps were reconstructed from the remaining images with a sixth order polynomial off-resonance frequency shift. For the fat-referenced method, the third baseline was used as the baseline reference, which captured the liver at the middle of the respiratory cycle. Figure 3B shows error over the entire simulated object for both methods at varied off-resonance shifts and orders. The fat-referenced method's error increased with both amplitude and order, with an average RMSE of 10.9 ∘ C over the range of off-resonance shifts tested and both noise levels. The spikes in fat-referenced error occur when the heating and residual shift phase combine to cause phase wrapping. Across off-resonance orders, the fat-referenced method had an average RMSE of 6.0 Since the fat-referenced method relies solely on fat voxels to estimate a shift, it is unable to account for inhomoneous shifts that occur outside the fatty regions and extrapolate them to the water-based voxels. Additionally, the fat-referenced method assumes that the off-resonance frequency change between the baseline and heating image is small enough that it can be neglected in the multi-echo water-fat signal model (or equivalently, that the phase shifts between echoes due to the off-resonance frequency change are negligible). This approximation allows the B 0 map to be calculated once from the baseline images and then held fixed for subsequent heating images. However, this approximation results in erroneous separation of the water and fat signals as the off-resonance change increases. In this case, this approximation resulted in an error in the phase of the fat image and subsequently an error in the off-resonance correction, even at zeroth-order. The model-based method was able to avoid these errors by directly estimating off-resonance from both water and fat and performing water/fat separation only on images without heat. Figure 5C shows temperature error maps at the highest decimation factor, at a position where the error was lowest and at a position where the error was highest. In the minimum error image, discrepancies appeared at the edges of the hotspot due to the significant heat threshold applied. In the maximum error image, the phantom was located midway between two baseline locations and interpolation errors occurred at the interface of the pure water and mixed regions. The maximum error remained less than 0.52 ∘ C. 
| RESULTS
| Simulations
| Ex vivo porcine sonication
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7A . Figure 7B shows the fat fraction map computed from baseline images at the slice plane indicated, which had a 2 minute computation time. The ROI containing the fiber optic probe tip was used to compute the mean hotspot temperature and is indicated by the blue circle (mean fat fraction of 25%). The red and green circles represent ROIs used to examine temperature at points containing more and less fat than the acoustic focus, 61% and 9%, respectively. Figure 7C shows temperature maps reconstructed from the fat-referenced and model-based methods 15 s after sonication, and the fat-referenced map has lower heat. Temperature curves at each of the ROIs are plotted in Figure 7D along with the fiber optic probe measurements. During heating, the fiber optic probe temperature (black line) was influenced by mechanical perturbation and heating of the probe itself. The mean focal temperature reconstructed with the model-based method is accurate with respect to the fiber optic probe during the cooling period with an average RMSE of 0. Further differences between the two methods can be seen in the ROIs containing 61% fat (red) and 9% fat (green). The model-based algorithm reconstruction took 0.47 s to compute each temperature map. Figure 8A shows temperature maps reconstructed with one to all six echoes 15 s after sonication. Reducing the number of echoes qualitatively increased noise in the temperature maps due to reduced averaging, but did not change the shape or amplitude of the hotspot. The through-time error plot in Figure 8B further supports this interpretation, since the error increased as the number of echoes decreased but did not strongly correlate to peak temperature. Computation time per temperature map decreased as the number of echoes decreased, with the one, three, and all-six-echo maps requiring 0.10 s, 0.20 s, and 0.47 s respectively. Figure 9A shows the fat fraction map computed from the multi-echo images taken at the slice plane indicated, which required 60 s of computation per slice direction. Through-time Figure S2 , and do not contain appreciable oscillations over time due to respiration or cardiac motion. Figure S3 ) exhibit the same trend, where the model-based maps have low temperature error regardless of inplane or through-plane motion. In all cases, no motion artifacts were observed in the liver in the acquired images. 
| In vivo breast
| In vivo liver
| DISCUSSION
| Summary of results
We described and validated a new signal model and temperature reconstruction for PRF-shift hybrid multibaseline referenceless MR thermometry in aqueous and mixed water/fat tissues. The signal model combines state-of-the-art, iterative water/fat separation with a motion-and off-resonance shiftrobust penalized-likelihood temperature reconstruction to achieve accurate and precise water/fat-separated thermometry with short compute times. The algorithm achieved lower temperature error in mixed fatty tissues compared to conventional methods, particularly in cases where dynamic off-resonance shifts were large or rapidly varying across the image. The algorithm's multibaseline functionality was able to account for cyclical respiratory motion using a library of baseline water and fat images. The algorithm performed accurately up to 90% fat, even in tissue where no fat was present. Its ability to incorporate water voxels in both the heating and off-resonance shift fitting makes the approach widely useful compared to the fat-referenced algorithm, which estimates off-resonance shifts from fat only and must extrapolate shifts to voxels without fat. Simulations on a numerical water/fat phantom showed low temperature errors across temperature levels and fat fractions, and demonstrated robustness to large or high order off-resonance shifts and motion, scenarios where the fat-referenced method fails. This accuracy was confirmed in a porcine MRgFUS ablation experiment where the model-based method computed temperature maps in 0.47 s per time point with an RMS error of 0.66 ∘ C. The algorithm was precise in vivo in a free-breathing volunteer and capable of correcting non-uniform off-resonance shifts regardless of fat distribution. Motion-compensation was confirmed in a free-breathing liver, achieving negligible error where the fat-referenced method contained errors of 10 ∘ C or more. These results are consistent with Ref. 4 , which demonstrated liver errors smaller than 1 ∘ C with the hybrid referenceless multibaseline method.
| Water/fat separated thermometry with few echoes
Multiple gradient echo images are required to obtain accurate water/fat separations of baseline images, but subsequent heating images theoretically only require a single echo to fit the model and estimate temperature while maintaining fat suppression. In practice, the noise of the resulting temperature map increased as the number of echoes used decreases, but results from the simulations and MRgFUS heating experiment showed that accuracy remained comparable to that of the full echo case. Reducing the number of echoes acquired during heating presents an opportunity to use the freed-up sequence time for various applications. One possibility is to add gradient pulses between the excitation and echo time to enable acoustic radiation force measurements 24 simultaneously with water/fat separated thermometry. Sequence time could also be used for scan acceleration using PRESTO echo shifting 25, 26 or echo planar readouts. 27 Using less echoes also reduces the computation time required for the algorithm to generate temperature maps, making this implementation compatible with accelerated imaging methods.
| Limitations and future work
One recognized limitation of the method is the potential for changes in fat susceptibility with heating 28 to introduce localized off-resonance that may not be accurately modeled by a low order polynomial. This is a problem common to most PRF thermometry methods, and the magnitude of the effect depends on the heating geometry and intensity, and slice orientation. Depending on the application and orientation the apparent temperature error due to susceptibility could be negligible, such as during feedback controlled hyperthermia.
For ablative applications where the expected temperature rise is greater than 20 ∘ C, the expected error due to susceptibility could be a confound depending on target size, however, in these applications the main goal is tissue necrosis rather than sustaining an exact temperature rise. Additionally, the algorithm could become inaccurate when motion occurs that is not fully represented by the baseline library. In practice, such errors could be mitigated through use of navigator echoes or image registration, as the referenceless polynomial regression would compensate for smooth phase differences between the baseline image and registered motion state.
In the original hybrid method (Ref. 4 ) the ℓ 1 norm was the only feature that prevented the phase shift due to heating from being misinterpreted as a change in off-resonance due to scanner drift or respiration. When the area of heating was no longer sparse with respect to the image size, such as during near-field heating and hyperthermic therapies, the ℓ 1 sparsity regularization could no longer separate these two effects, leading to erroneous temperature maps and a sensitivity to the choice of sparsity regularization parameter λ. In the modelbased method discussed here, the fat serves as an additional reference and aids the sparsity regularization in separating the frequency shift due to heating from that of off-resonance. However, for large hotspots where the majority of heating lies outside voxels containing fat, the spatial polynomial offresonance fit may become confused with the off-resonance due to heating. This scenario was explored for an example fat distribution in Supporting Information Figure S4 . These results suggest that the model-based method could perform accurately for a range of hotspot sizes but may require tuning of lambda for diffuse heating scenarios. Tuning could be performed prior to treatment in simulation, as suggested in Ref. 4 .
Since the algorithm relies on an underlying water PRFshift, voxels containing greater than 90% fat will contain erroneous temperature information. For most therapeutic cancer applications, the tumor has a strong water signal and the algorithm would perform adequately even when the tumor is mixed with surrounding fatty tissues. Erroneous voxels are straightforward to mask out with the computed fat fraction maps, but doing so would prevent near-field monitoring of intervening fat tissues. The fewecho embodiment of the algorithm could allow for added pulses and readouts for fat temperature-sensitive contrast mechanisms. 29 Finally, the algorithm does not account for changes in R * 2 with temperature. Addition of this effect could enable joint PRF-R * 2 temperature mapping, given a characterization of R * 2 's dependence on temperature for a specific tissue, and is a topic for future work.
| CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a model-based multi-echo water/fat separated approach for PRF-shift temperature mapping in fatty tissues. The algorithm leverages hybrid multibaseline referenceless thermometry approaches and state-of-the-art, iterative water/fat separation techniques in a penalized likelihood optimization scheme to account for the fat signal in mixed tissues. The method was proven accurate and precise with online-compatible compute times, irrespective of fat content up to 90% fat, tissue motion, large and spatially-varying off-resonance shift, or number of echoes. It was validated in simulations, phantom heating experiments, and in vivo breast and liver experiments and could be critically useful in monitoring ablative therapies in fatty tissues such as breast or liver.
